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Abstract- Steam trap is the most important link in the condensate loop because it connects steam usage with condensate 
return. The function of steam trap is to discharge condensate while not permitting the escape of live steam. For the 
efficient usage of steam inside the process equipment, the steam should be kept inside the device until the complete steam 
is transformed into condensate. For this to be happen the steam trap functioning will be in perfect condition. 

The main objective of this paper is to study all types of steam trap with their operating characteristics and design and 
selection of steam trap to the steam network system. From the study it may clear that trap failure causes and their 
detection of failure. Trap failure may also result in the water logging of heat exchangers of textile processing units. All 
these may result in excessive steam usage and it directly have an economy impact. This thesis work is study of steam traps 
to with their performance assessment method and section for particular application. 

Keywords: Steam, Steam Trap, Trap Failure, Trap testing, Performance assessment, Selection of trap 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

1.1  STEAM TRAP 

In most of the process industries, high pressure steam is utilized for many applications. The steam is produced in the boilers 
and carried through steam pipe lines to the process plants. During their travel through these pipelines, loss may occur due to loss 
of pressure, pipe line insulation failures and loss of temperature. These are known as losses in steam network. This reduces steam 
efficiency, thus the quality of steam becomes low at the receiving end. Steam Traps are automatic valves designed to trap steam 
and remove condensate from the steam lines. Thus a perfect steam trap can minimize steam loss and thus maximize the steam 
efficiency and quality. (1) 

Steam trap is the most important link in the condensate loop because it connects steam usage with condensate return. The 
function of steam trap is to discharge condensate while not permitting the escape of live steam. For the efficient usage of steam 
inside the process equipment, the steam should be kept inside the device until the complete steam is transformed into condensate. 
For this to be happen the steam trap functioning will be in perfect condition. (2) 

Steam trap users range from laundries and tailor shops (with a few traps) to huge refineries and chemical complexes (with 
10,000 to 15,000 units). Paper mills, textile plants, steel mills and food processors are all large users of steam and steam traps. 
Colleges, hospitals, prisons, government agencies, and similar large building complexes with central steam heating systems are 
also users of steam traps. This wide range of users creates an equally wide range of steam trap applications. In turn this wide 
variety of applications is matched by a seemingly bewildering array of steam trap types and sizes. (3) 

A steam trap can be defined as a self-contained valve which automatically drains condensate and discharges air and non-
condensable gases from a steam-containing pipe or vessel. It remains closed in the presence of steam. In some design, however, it 
will allow steam to flow at a controlled or adjusted rate. 

While this statement defines the basic functions of a steam trap, it should be understood that the device must be capable of 
operating at pressures ranging from a vacuum to 4500 psi and pass condensate loads ranging from zero (under superheated 
conditions) to as high as 100,000 lb/hr for certain process equipment. Actual installations vary as well. Some traps will see service 
at constant pressure and condensate load. Others will need to accommodate variations in pressure and condensate load and may be 
installed in systems that are shut down frequently. Clearly, no single device can serve all needs. A variety of types, sizes and 
configurations is necessary to satisfy all conditions. (3) 

1.2 FUNCTIONS OF A STEAM TRAP  

The job of the steam trap is to get condensate, air and CO2 out of the system as quickly as they accumulate. In addition, for 
overall efficiency and economy, the trap must also provide:  

 Minimum steam loss: - Steam that escapes through a trap reduces the overall efficiency of the steam system and wastes 
valuable resources. Wasted steam is expensive. 

 Long life and reliable service:-Rapid wear of parts quickly brings a trap to the point of unreliability. An efficient trap saves 
money by minimizing trap testing, repair, cleaning, down time and associated losses.  

 Corrosion resistance: Working trap parts should be corrosion-resistant in order to combat the damaging effects of acidic or 
oxygen-laden condensate.  

 Air venting: Air can be present in steam at any time and especially on start-up. Air must be vented for efficient heat transfer 
and to prevent system binding. (1) 
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 CO2 venting: Venting CO2 at steam temperature will prevent the formation of carbonic acid. Therefore, the steam trap must 
function at or near steam temperature since CO2 dissolves in condensate that has cooled below steam temperature.  

 Operation against back pressure: Pressurized return lines can occur both by design and unintentionally. A steam trap should 
be able to operate against the actual back pressure in its return system. (1) 

 Freedom from dirt problems.  

1.3 THE BENEFITS OF EFFECTIVE STEAM TRAPPING 

 Reduced fuel costs:- Normally, condensate will contain around 25% of the usable energy of the steam from which it came. 
Returning this to the boiler feed tank can save thousands of pounds per year in energy alone. 

 Energy saving:- Condensate returned to the feed tank reduces the need for boiler blow down, which is used to reduce the 
concentration of dissolved solids in the boiler. This therefore reduces the energy lost from the boiler during the blow down 
process. 

 Reduced water charges:- Returning and re-using condensate reduces the requirement for fresh replacement water. 

 Reduced chemical treatment costs:- Re-using as much condensate as possible minimizes the need for costly chemicals to 
treat raw water. 

 Reduced effluent costs:- In many countries there are restrictions on releasing effluent at elevated temperatures so it must be 
cooled if discharged which incurs extra costs. 

1.4 TYPES OF STEAM TRAPS  

Over the years, three basic trap types have evolved and have been classified according to their mode of operation. Certain 
types of traps may combine two working principles in their operation. The predominant condensate discharge principle shall 
designate the trap type. The three types are: 

 Thermodynamic traps-Traps that are actuated by the principles of thermodynamics and fluid dynamics. 

 Mechanical traps-Traps that are actuated by a float, responding to changes in condensate level. 

 Thermostatic traps-Traps that are actuated by temperature sensitive devices, responding to changes in condensate 
temperature. 

1.4.1 THERMODYNAMIC TRAPS 
Thermodynamic traps are phase detectors in that they can discriminate between liquids and gases. But they do not 

discriminate between steam and air or other non-condensable gases. Therefore they have a reduced ability to bleed-off those 
gases. Minute amounts of steam may also be passed. The thermodynamic working principle is simple and, with only one moving 
part, these small devices are rugged. There are three basic types of thermodynamic traps. They differ from one another by the 
configuration of the valve they use to open and close a port. Each is well adapted to a particular set of service (3). 

 

Fig.1 Thermodynamic Traps 

A. Disc Traps 

Disc traps utilize the heat energy in hot condensate and the kinetic energy in steam to open and close a valve disc. They are 
phase detectors, sensing the difference between liquid and gas or vapor. During initial start-up, pressure created by cold 
condensate pushes the valve disc off the seating surface. This uncovers the inlet and outlet ports, allowing discharge. As 
condensate reaches the inlet port (a restriction), it experiences a decrease in pressure and an increase in velocity (in accordance 
with the laws of fluid dynamics). If the condensate is very close to steam temperature, the lower pressure will cause it to flash into 
steam (in accordance with the laws of thermodynamics). The resulting high velocity flow beneath the disc, with its attendant 
localized pressure reduction under the disc, causes it to snap shut. Flow through the trap then stops until the pressure in the 
chamber over the disc decays sufficiently to allow the inlet pressure to force the disc off its seat. Condensate then flows through 
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the trap until once again it reaches such a velocity and lowering of pressure that flashing occurs and the disc can snap shut. This 
cycle continuously repeats itself-the disc opening to allow the flow of condensate, and closing on high velocity flash steam. Disc 
traps are~ most frequently used in light condensate load applications and are known as "hot" traps-Le. quickly discharging very 
hot condensate immediately after it forms (3). 

Advantages 

 Failure mode, gradually, predictably open over time. 

 Simple construction. 

 Small size and light weight. 

 Can be mounted in any position. 

 Condensate discharge temperature closely follows the saturation curve. Rugged, withstands water hammer. 

 Self-draining, not damaged by freezing. 

 Function not impaired by superheat. 

 Versatile, suitable for wide pressure range. 

 Performance is easily checked in field 

 

Fig. 2 Disc trap 

Disadvantages 

 Marginal air handling capability. 

 Excessive backpressure in return systems can prevent trap from closing. 

  Life is reduced significantly as pressures move above 300 psi. 

  High discharge noise level 

  Dirt particles can increase cycle rate causing wear. 

B. Piston Traps 
Piston traps utilize the heat energy in hot condensate, and the kinetic energy in steam, to open and close a valve. Like disc 

traps, they are phase detectors sensing the difference between a liquid and gas or vapor. During initial start-up, pressure created 
by the cold condensate lifts the piston valve, allowing discharge of condensate. During this phase, the control chamber pressure is 
low because the second or control orifice, can discharge more condensate than can be supplied to the control chamber through the 
first orifice. When the temperature of the discharging condensate is very close to steam temperature (Le. saturation temperature), 
the condensate, experiencing the lower pressure of the control chamber, will change into flash steam (in accordance with the laws 
of thermodynamics). This flashing of the condensate in the control chamber chokes the flow through the control orifice, causing 
an increase in control chamber pressure. This increased pressure, acting on a larger effective area of the piston valve than the inlet 
pressure, causes it to snap shut-preventing steam flow through the trap. When cooler condensate reaches the trap, causing the 
control chamber pressure to drop, flashing ceases and the trap re-opens to repeat the cycle. The control orifice provides a 
continuous discharge which is helpful in passing air or other non-condensable gases during start-up. The piston valve remains 
closed in the presence of steam because the pressure on top of the piston acts on a larger effective area than the inlet pressure 
under it. Steam loss through the control orifice is minimal. It is a "hot" trap, providing excellent service in high pressure 
applications. (3) 

Advantages 

 Can be mounted in any position. 

 Good response to changing condensate load conditions. 

 Rugged, withstands water hammer. 

 Self-draining, not damaged by freezing. 

 Function not impaired by superheat. 

 Good air handling capability. 

 Primary failure mode-open. 

 Small size and light weight. 
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Fig. 3 Piston traps 

Disadvantages 

 Excessive backpressure in return systems can prevent trap from closing. 

 Condensate discharge temperature follows the saturation curve over a limited range. 

 Difficult to field check because of continuous control flow discharge. 

C. Lever Traps- 
Lever traps are a variation of the thermodynamic piston trap. They operate on the same principle as piston traps but with a 

lever action rather than a reciprocating piston action. When the lever is closed, there is a limited flow through the annulus 
between the inlet valve and its seat (first orifice) which then enters the control chamber and flows out through the second or 
control orifice. Incoming condensate pushes the lever upward with a tilting motion and full flow goes under it and out the 
discharge port. 

 
Fig. 4 Lever Traps 

Condensate flowing past the inlet seat (a restriction) experiences a pressure drop (in accordance with the laws of fluid 
dynamics) and it will flash into steam (in accordance with the laws of thermodynamics) when the condensate temperature is very 
close to steam temperature (saturation temperature). The localized lower pressure under the lever (created by the high velocity 
flow of flash steam) causes the lever and inlet valve to snap shut. This prevents steam flow through the trap. When condensate 
with its cooler temperature again reaches the trap, it will reopen, repeating the cycle. The control orifice has a continuous 
discharge which is helpful in passing air and other non-condensable gases during startup. Steam loss through the control orifice is 
minimal Lever traps are designed for applications having especially large condensate loads and that benefit from the very rapid 
discharge of condensate after its formation.(3) 

Advantages 

 Suitable for high pressure applications. 

 Good response to changing condensate load conditions. 

 Rugged, withstands water hammer. 

 Not damaged by freezing. 

 Function not impaired by superheat. 

 Good air handling capability. 

 Small, compact, easy to install and service. 

Disadvantages 

 Excessive back pressure in return systems can prevent trap from closing. 

 Difficult to field check due to continuous control flow discharge. 

 Can only be mounted in one position 

1.4.2 MECHANICAL TRAPS 
Mechanical traps are density detectors and therefore also have difficulties venting air and non-condensable gases. Mechanical 

traps employ either an open or a closed float to actuate a valve. Closed float mechanical traps usually employ a secondary 
thermostatic air vent which allows the trap to discharge air rapidly. The air vent, of course, is an extra component which can fail 
open, causing the loss of steam, or fail closed and prevent the trap from discharging condensate. Closed float traps are usually 
large in physical size. This, combined with a float that is fragile to external pressure, and the continuous presence of condensate 
within the trap, make this device unsuitable for high pressure applications or installations where water hammer or freeze-ups can 
be expected on the positive side, these devices respond to changes in condensate level only, independent of temperature or 
pressure. They respond rapidly to changing loads. Condensate discharge temperatures follow closely the saturation curve and they 
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have a modulating (rather than an on-off) type of discharge. They are extremely energy efficient. Open float mechanical traps 
share many characteristics with closed float traps. One major difference, of course, is the open float as found in an inverted bucket 
trap. (3) 

The open float is no longer a weak point, because it cannot be collapsed by excessive pressure. Venting is usually 
accomplished by means of a small vent hole in the top of the bucket. This is a compromise. As the efficiency of the trap is 
affected by the sizes of the vent. The larger the vent there is better the air handling. But at the expense of higher steam losses. A 
smaller vent has the opposite effect. The end result is a trap that is relatively efficient. But which does not remove air rapidly 
during start-up conditions. It discharges near steam temperature with an on-off action and the discharge temperature follows the 
saturation curve. All mechanical traps are position-sensitive and can be installed only in their intended orientation. (3) 

 

 
Fig.5 Mechanical traps 

 

i. Closed Float traps 

Although it is one of the oldest on the market, the closed float trap is still in widespread use. The opening and closing of the 
valve is caused by changes of the condensate level within the trap shell. When the trap is empty, the weight of the float closes the 
valve. As condensate enters the trap, the float rises and opens the valve, allowing condensate to be discharged. The float is 
designed to provide sufficient force to overcome the differential pressure across the valve. The internal float and valve 
configuration is such that the condensate level is always above the valve, thus creating a continuous water seal at its seal. Actual 
construction varies widely depending upon the manufacturer. While most designs employ a linkage-pivot system, one particular 
design uses no linkage at all and relies on a free floating ball to achieve the desired action. An inherent disadvantage of a simple 
float trap is that it cannot discharge air or non-condensable gases. It is therefore necessary to install an auxiliary thermostatically 
activated air vent for this reason, these traps are known as float and thermostatic or F & T traps. (3) 

Advantages 
 Unaffected by sudden or wide pressure changes. 
 Responds very quickly to condensate load changes. 
 Continuous discharge. 
 Condensate discharge temperature closely follows the saturation curve. 
 Function is not impaired by high back pressures. 
 Energy efficient. 
 Simple construction. 

Disadvantages 

 Relatively large and heavy. 
 Float easily damaged by water hammer. 
 Does not withstand freezing. 
 Can be mounted only in one position. 
 Suitable only for relatively low pressures. 
 Requires auxiliary air vent which is an additional source of failure. 
 Primary failure mode is closed. 
 Not self-draining. 

ii. Inverted Bucket Traps 

Inverted bucket traps are members of the mechanical trap family, using an open "inverted bucket" as a float. The trapping 
principle utilizes the difference in density between steam and water. 

The construction of the trap is such that the trap inlet leads into the bottom and open end of the inverted bucket. Discharge is 
through an outlet valve above the inverted bucket. Steam entering the inverted and submerged bucket, causes it to float and close 
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the outlet valve, preventing discharge of steam. Steam in the bucket both condenses and leaks through the vent, allowing the 
bucket to sink and open the valve to discharge condensate. The weight of the bucket must be sufficient to overcome the closing 
force created by the differential pressure across the valve. Inverted bucket traps discharge condensate intermittently very near 
saturation temperature. Any air or non-condensable gases entering the trap will also cause the bucket to float and the valve to 
close. Since they cannot condense as steam does, those gases will cause the trap to remain closed. In order to overcome this 
problem, the bucket has a hole to vent air and steam. The size of this vent hole has to be relatively small to prevent excessive loss 
of steam in addition to the air. While most inverted bucket traps utilize a linkage system to obtain their desired action, one 
particular design uses no linkage at all and uses a free floating open spherically-shaped float in its design execution. 

Advantages 
 Simple construction. 
 Rugged. 
 Condensate discharge temperature closely follows the saturation curve. 
 Reliable. 

 

 
Fig. 6 Inverted Bucket Traps 

Disadvantages  
 Marginal air handling during start-up. 
 Not self-draining; subject to freeze ups. 
 Not suitable when superheat is present. 
 Can lose prime, and is not self-priming. 
 Can be mounted only in a single position. 
 Failure mode is unpredictable (open or closed). 

iii. Open Bucket Trap  

Open bucket traps are rarely used today. As with other mechanical traps, they utilize the difference in density between steam 
and water. When condensate first enters the trap, it fills the trap body and causes the bucket to rise and close the valve at the top 
of the trap. If entrapped air is removed, condensate will continue to enter the trap, finally spilling over into the bucket. This causes 
it to sink and open the valve allowing discharge of condensate. When steam arrives, it pushes the condensate out of the bucket 
through the siphon tube, which in turn refloats the bucket and closes the valve. As the steam in the trap condenses, additional 
condensate enters the trap and the cycle is repeated. This type of trap requires an auxiliary thermostatically activated air vent, 
similar to that used in the float & thermostatic trap. 

Advantages 
 Simple construction. 
 Reliable. 
 Condensate discharge temperature closely follows the saturation curve. 
 Function not impaired by high back pressure. 
 Fast response to changing condensate loads. 

 
Fig. 7 Open Bucket Traps 

Disadvantages 

 Not self-draining; subject to freeze ups. 
 Not suitable when superheat is present. 
 Can lose prime, not self-priming. 
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 Can be mounted only in a single position. 
 Requires auxiliary air vent which is an additional source of failure. 
 Suitable only for relatively low pressures. 
 Relatively large and heavy. 

iv. Float and thermostatic traps (F&T)  

 
Fig. 8 Float and thermostatic traps (F&T)  

 
Traps are similar to float and lever traps except they include a thermostatic element that allows air to be discharged at start up. 

Thermostatic elements used in these traps are the same as those used in thermostatic traps. The configuration of an F&T steam 
trap is shown in Fig8. 

1.4.3 THERMOSTATIC TRAPS 

Thermostatic traps respond to changes in temperature and therefore discriminate very well between steam and cooler non 

condensable gases. They can rapidly purge air from a system, especially on a cold start-up, and can be installed in various 

positions. Most frequently, actuation is by means of a bimetallic element or a bellows like capsule filled with a vaporizing liquid. 
Bimetallic actuated devices are characterized by their high resistance to damage from freeze-ups, water hammer and 

superheat. They are relatively small in size and lend themselves to high pressure designs. The condensate discharge temperature, 
however, does not follow the saturation curve very well, and the bimetallic elements are subject to corrosion with some reduction 
in closing force over time. Bellows actuated traps, on the other hand, discharge condensate at a temperature which follows the 
saturation curve. The weak point is the bellows itself which can be damaged by superheat, water hammer or freeze ups. 
Thermostatic traps respond slowly to changing conditions even though the cause is usually misunderstood. It is not the heat 
sensitive element that is slow to respond. Rather it is the heat energy in the condensate inside the trap, which is slow to dissipate, 
that causes the time delay. Insulating thermostatic traps reduces their responsiveness even more. Mounting the trap at the end of a 
cooling leg in an area where air can circulate improves responsiveness and is the basis for installation instructions recommending 
a cooling leg at least three feet in length. 

 

 
Fig.9 Thermostatic trap 

 

i. Bimetallic Type 

Bimetallic steam traps utilize the sensible heat in the condensate in conjunction with line pressure to open and close a valve 
mechanism. The valve and seat system is usually arranged to produce a "flow under the seat" condition. Supply pressure, in other 
words, tends to open the valve. The bimetallic elements are· in the form of small discs and are arranged to produce a closing force 
with increasing temperature. This closing force is in opposition to the opening force created by the supply pressure. Some 
bimetallic traps use a single leaf element rather than the stacked disc elements shown in Fig 9.  

The traps are generally factory-adjusted so that at saturated steam conditions, the temperature created force of the bimetallic 
elements prevails, closing the valve and preventing loss of steam. As the temperature of the condensate cools, the line pressure 
becomes the dominant force, causing the valve to open and allowing the discharge of condensate. Backpressure in a closed return 
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system provides an additional closing force resulting in a lower opening temperature than the same trap discharging to 
atmosphere. The discharge tern perature, therefore, is affected by backpressure. A design problem for bimetallic traps is created 
by the non-linearity of the saturation curve. Shaping and stacking techniques of the bimetallic elements have made it possible for 
these traps to have a discharge temperature that approximates the saturation curve. This has expanded the useful pressure range of 
bimetallic traps without adjustment 

The modern bimetallic trap has many technical and practical advantages. It is most commonly used in Europe but is seeing 
increasing service in North America. 

 
Fig.10 Bimetallic trap 

Advantages 

 Rugged. 
 Energy efficient. 
 Self-draining. 
 Resistant to freeze damage. 
 Withstands water hammer. 
 Capable of discharge temperature adjustment. 
 Can be mounted in several positions. 
 Primary failure mode-open. 

Disadvantages 

 Dirt particles can prevent tight valve closing. 
 Condensate discharge temperatures do not follow the saturation curve closely. 
 Difficult to field check when operating in a throttling mode. 
 Condensate discharge temperature is made lower as backpressure increases. 
 Relatively slow response to changing condensate loads. 
 Bimetallic elements are relatively susceptible to corrosion. 

ii. Bellows Traps 

Bellows traps are thermostatic traps that respond to changes in the temperature and pressure of the steam supply to open and 
close a valve. The valve actuator is a capsule or bellows filled with a vaporizing liquid, and having both a fixed and a free moving 
end, it opens or closes the valve in response to internal pressure changes. The most frequently used actuating element is a 
corrugated bellows. Single-diaphragm capsules are also used but provide a correspondingly shorter stroke. This simple operating 
principle provides many desirable operating characteristics.  

For example, the number of degrees below steam temperature at which the trap will open can be varied so the trap provides 
either a "hot" or "cold" discharge. Also the normal failure mode (open or closed) can be changed. The characteristics of the 
actuating system can be affected by the liquid fill and natural free length of the actuator. The principles can best be explained by 
considering a bellows, even though they apply equally well to single diaphragm capsules. Modern bellows/diaphragm traps have 
been improved in design, construction and materials to minimize their inherent disadvantages. Today they play an important role 
in steam trap application. 

Advantages 

 Excellent air handling capability. 
 Energy efficient. 
 Self-draining. 
 Various condensate discharge temperatures available depending on bellows design. 
 Condensate discharge temperature follows the saturation curve. 
 Can be mounted in several positions. 
 Simple construction. 
 Small size and weight. 
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Fig. 11 Bellows trap 

Disadvantages 

 Bellows elements tend to be failure prone, especially when subjected to water hammer. 
 Difficult to field check when operating in a throttling mode. 
 Generally not suited for high pressure applications. 
 Limited superheat capability. 
 Short stroke diaphragm design susceptible to dirt initiated failures. 

 

iii. Liquid or Solid Expansion Trap (Wax Capsule Type) 

Liquid or solid expansion traps are finding limited application today. The opening and closing of these traps is a function of 
temperature and balanced return spring forces. Elevated temperatures cause an expansion of the thermostatic element which 
closes the valve, while low temperatures cause a contraction of the element, aided by the spring, which results in opening the 
valve.  

Traditionally, the thermostatic actuator has been in the form of a metal rod. Having a high thermal coefficient of expansion, or 
an elastic metallic capsule (bellows) filled with a liquid which expands when heated. In recent years design innovation has 
introduced a small diaphragm actuator filled with a wax-like substance which expands rapidly at a preselected temperature. This 
has significantly reduced trap size and increased the speed of response relative to the more traditional design. Fig. 12 shows the 
working internals typical of a newer wax capsule expansion trap. 

Regardless of design variations, these traps have one characteristic in common. The temperature of the condensate they 
discharge remains constant at a predetermined point and is not a function of steam supply pressure. All other steam trap types 
have a condensate discharge temperature that increases with steam supply pressure. 

In general, these constant discharge temperature traps respond slowly to changes in temperature and should only be specified 
where sub cooled discharge with resultant condensate back-up is desired. 

 
Fig.12 Liquid or Solid Expansion Trap 

Advantages 

 Rugged. 

 Good air handling capability. 

 Resistant to freeze damage. 

 Withstands water hammer. 

 Can be mounted in any position. 

 Self-draining. 

 Primary failure mode is open. 

Disadvantages 

 Dirt particles can prevent tight close. 

 Requires substantial sub cooling. 

 Difficult to field check. 

 Slow response to changing condensate loads. 

 Actuator damaged by exposure to high temperature. 
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1.4.4 ORIFICE TRAPS  
Orifice traps are seldom used because of their inherent limitations in application range. This device consists of one or more 

successive orifices. Where two or more orifices are used, condensate passes through a number of successive chambers where 
flashing occurs. This, In turn, creates a restricting or choking effect and allows the use of larger and less dirt sensitive orifices for 
a given condensate capacity, In some design executions. These orifices are adjustable valves. 

Although orifice plate steam traps are being used by the Navy for certain offshore applications, they are not used as 
extensively in onshore steam systems. The Naval Construction Battalion18 has concluded that orifice plate steam traps are not 
recommended. (8) 

 for systems having back pressure greater than 50% of the inlet pressure, 
 where efficiency is a factor,  
 Where sub cooling temperature is 30°F (17°C) below the saturated steam pressure.  

Use of orifice plate steam traps for heat exchangers, air handling equipment, sterilizers, laundry equipment, and other heat-
transfer devices with condensate loads that vary widely with demand are also not recommended for the following reasons: 
 The opening in an orifice plate steam trap is seldom the correct size. Consequently, it cannot accommodate wide variations in 

condensate loads. It will either pass too much live steam because it is oversized, or it will cause water logging or flooding 
because it is undersized. 

 Occasional live steam flow into the return system piping can cause water hammer that produces objectionable noises, leaks, or 
excessive vibrations that can damage steam system components. 

 Operator intervention may be required during start up to remove air or excessive condensate that the orifice plate steam trap 
cannot handle.(6) 

 
Fig. 13 orifice trap 

Advantages 
 No moving parts. 
 Suitable for high pressure application. 
 Rugged, withstands water hammer. 
 Not damaged by freezing. 
 Function not impaired by superheat. 
 Can be mounted in any position. 

Disadvantages 

 Orifice size must be carefully selected for each installation. 
 Cannot respond to varying condensate loads. 
 Inefficient if oversized. 
 Dirt particles readily impair performance. 
 Difficult to field check because of continuous discharge. 
 In the absence of condensate, the trap passes live steam. 

1.5 STEAM TRAP GENERAL APPLICATION CATEGORIES  

i. DRIP APPLICATIONS 

Drip applications are by far the most common application for steam traps. This application refers to removing the condensate 
that forms in steam lines when steam loses its heat energy due to radiation losses. Traps used in these applications are referred to 
as drip traps. Generally speaking, traps used for these applications require relatively small condensate capacities and don’t 
normally need to discharge large amounts of air. (Air removal is the primary function of air vents and process traps located 
throughout the system.) The most common trap choices for drip applications are thermodynamic for line pressures over 30 PSIG, 
and float & thermostatic for line pressures up to 30 PSIG. Inverted bucket traps are also commonly used for drip trap applications 
due to their ability to handle large amounts of dirt and scale often found in this type of application. 

ii. PROCESS APPLICATIONS 

Process trap applications refer to removing condensate and air directly from a specific heat transfer process such as a heat 
exchanger that could be making hot water or a radiator heating a room. Traps used in these applications are referred to as process 
traps. Generally speaking, traps used for process applications require larger condensate handling capability and also need to be 
able to discharge large amounts of air. The most common trap choices for process applications are float & thermostatic traps and 
thermostatic traps. Both are known for their excellent condensate and air handling capabilities. In contrast, thermodynamic traps 
and inverted bucket traps, which have poor air handling ability, would normally make a poor choice for process applications. 
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iii. TRACING APPLICATIONS 

Steam tracing refers to using steam to indirectly elevate the temperature of a product using jacketed pipes or tubing filled with 
steam. A typical application would be wrapping a high viscosity oil pipeline with steam tubing. The steam inside the tubing heats 
the oil to lower its viscosity, allowing it to flow easily thru the pipeline. Similar to any steam applications, a steam trap must be 
used on the end of the steam tubing to discharge unwanted condensate. Steam traps used in these applications are referred to as 
tracer traps. The most common trap choice for tracing applications is the thermostatic type. Thermostatic & Bi-Metallic steam 
traps operate under the direct influence of increasing or decreasing temperature within the body of the trap. These two different 
types of steam traps operate differently to suit specific applications. (7) 

2. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT METHODS 

Steam trap performance assessment is basically concerned with answering the following two questions: 
1) Is the trap working correctly or not? 
2) if not, has the trap failed in the open or closed position? 

Traps that fail open result in a loss of steam and its energy. Where condensate is not returned, the water is lost as well. The 
result is significant economic loss, directly via increased boiler plant costs, and potentially indirectly, via decreased steam heating 
capacity. Traps that fail closed do not result in energy or water losses, but can result in significantly reduced heating capacity 
and/or damage to steam heating equipment.(4) 

There are three basic methods for evaluating a steam trap that are commonly discussed in the literature: sight, sound, and 
temperature. The three are discussed below in the general order of reliability. At least two of the three methods should be used to 
increase the chances of correctly identifying the condition of a steam trap. A less commonly discussed method is based on fluid 
conductivity. Although this method should be at least as reliable as sonic-based methods, it is discussed less frequently in the 
literature, and no general consensus on its relative reliability was evident. 

2.1 SIGHT METHOD 

The sight method is usually based on a visual observation of the fluid downstream of the trap. This is possible if there is no 
condensate recovery system or if test valves have been installed to allow a momentary discharge of the downstream fluid from the 
condensate recovery system. In either case, the steam trap evaluator must be able to distinguish between “flash” steam, which is 
characteristic of a properly working trap, and “live” steam, which is characteristic of a trap that has failed open and is leaking or 
blowing a significant amount of steam. Flash steam is created when a portion of the condensate flashes to vapor upon expansion 
to atmospheric pressure. Flash steam is characterized by a relatively lazy, billowy plume. Live steam, on the other hand, will form 
a much sharper, higher velocity plume that may not be immediately visible as it exits the test valve or steam trap. The difference 
between live steam and flash steam is illustrated in Figure below. Sight glasses can also be used for a visual observation, but have 
some drawbacks that must be overcome or avoided. First, steam and condensate are both expected to exist upstream and 
downstream of the trap (live steam on the upstream side and flash steam on the downstream side). (1) 

 
Fig.14 live steam versus flash steam 

 Second, the view through a sight glass tends to deteriorate over time because of internal or external fouling. Third, both steam 
and condensate will appear as clear fluids within the pipe. In response to the first and third concerns, sight glasses have been 
developed with internal features that allow the proportion of steam and condensate to be identified. Incorporation of a sight glass 
into a pipe is shown in Figure a. Normal and abnormal operating conditions viewed through a sight glass are illustrated in Figures 
b, c, and d for a sight glass installed on the upstream side of the trap. In Figure b normal operation results in a condensate level 
that is just above the internal flow baffle. Moderate to high rates of steam flow past the baffle (indicating a leaking or blowing 
steam trap) will sweep out most of the condensate, as shown in Figure c. A completely flooded baffle, shown in Figure d, could 
be caused by excess condensate formed during startup, a steam trap that is undersized for normal condensate loads, blockage in 
the condensate return system, or a steam trap that has failed closed or nearly so. Additional investigation is required to determine 
which of the alternative causes the likely source of the problem. (1) 
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Fig.15 Sight glass evaluation 

2.2 SOUND METHOD 

Mechanisms within steam traps and the flow of steam and condensate through steam traps generate sonic (audible to the 
human ear) and supersonic sounds. Proper listening equipment, coupled with the knowledge of normal and abnormal sounds, can 
yield reliable assessments of steam trap working condition. Listening devices range from a screwdriver or simple mechanic’s 
stethoscope that allow listening to sonic sounds to more sophisticated electronic devices that allow “listening” to sonic or sonic 
and ultrasonic sounds at selected frequencies. The most sophisticated devices compare measured sounds with the expected sounds 
of working and non-working traps to render a judgment on trap condition. A typical ultrasonic test kit is shown in Figure below. 

 
Fig.16 Ultrasonic test kit. 

2.3 TEMPERATURE METHOD 

Measuring the temperature of the steam trap is generally regarded as the least reliable of the three basic evaluation techniques. 
Saturated steam and condensate exist at the same temperature, of course, so it’s not possible to distinguish between the two based 
on temperatures. Still, temperature measurement provides important information for evaluation purposes. A cold trap (i.e., one 
that is significantly cooler than the expected saturated steam temperature) indicates that the trap is flooded with condensate, 
assuming the trap is in service. As described above for the visual test via a sight glass, a flooded trap could mean several things, 
but barring measurement during startup, when flooding can be expected, generally indicates a problem that needs to be addressed. 
Downstream temperature measurement may also yield useful clues in certain circumstances. (1) 
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Fig.17 Infrared temperature gun. 

For example, the temperature downstream of a trap should drop off relatively quickly if the trap is working properly (mostly 
condensate immediately past the trap). On the other hand, the temperature downstream of the trap will be nearly constant if 
significant steam is getting past the trap. Care must be taken not to use this technique where other traps could affect downstream 
conditions, however. Temperature measurement methods, like sound measurement, vary tremendously in the degree of 
sophistication. At the low-end, spitting on the trap and watching the sizzle provides a general indication of temperature. For the 
more genteel, a squirt bottle filled with water will serve the same purpose. Alternatively, a glove-covered hand can provide a 
similar level of accuracy. More sophisticated are various types of temperature sensitive crayons or tapes designed to change color 
in different temperature ranges. Thermometers, thermocouples, and other devices requiring contact with the trap offer better 
precision. Finally, non-contact (i.e., infrared) temperature measuring devices provide the precision of thermometers and 
thermocouples without requiring physical contact. Non-contact temperature measurement makes it easier to evaluate traps that are 
relatively difficult or dangerous to access closely. An infrared temperature measuring “gun” is shown in Fig.17 

2.4 CONDUCTIVITY METHOD 

Conductivity based diagnostics are based on the difference in conductivity between steam and condensate. A conductivity 
probe is integrated with the steam trap or just upstream of the steam trap in a sensing chamber. Under normal operation, the tip of 
the conductivity probe is immersed in condensate. If the steam trap leaks excessively or is blowing, steam flow will sweep away 
the condensate from the test probe tip and conductivity corresponding to steam will be measured. Thus, the sensing chamber and 
the existence of steam and condensate under normal and leaking or blowing conditions are similar to that described above and for 
the sight glass. 

Conductivity measurement must be accompanied by temperature measurement to ensure a correct diagnosis. For example, an 
indication of steam and a trap that has failed open could occur if a trap has not been used recently and has filled with air. The 
conductivity of air is similar to steam, but a trap filled with air would be close to ambient temperature, in contrast to a trap filled 
with steam. Similarly, the presence of condensate could mean the trap is working properly, but could also mean that  

1) The trap has flooded, either because the trap has failed closed or something else is blocking the line,  
2) The trap is undersized, or  
3) The heat transfer equipment served by the trap is warming up to its normal operating temperature and generating an 

unusually large amount of condensate for a short period. These alternative conditions would be indicated by low temperature in 
conjunction with the presence of condensate. 

3. PROBLEMS AND IT’S DETECTION OF STEAM    TRAPS  

3.1 PROBLEMS IN STEAM TRAP 

1. Freezing  

If subjected to ambient conditions below 0°C, condensate in the trap will freeze unless it is continuously replenished with hot, 
newly formed condensate. Generally, freezing is a problem only when the steam system is shut down (or idled) and a heel of 
condensate remains in the trap.  

Some traps, such as the Float-and-Thermostatic (F & T) and Balanced Pressure (BP) traps using conventional bellows are 
more easily damaged by freezing than other types of traps. The Inverted Bucket (IB) trap can also freeze, subjecting its body to 
damage. (2) 

2. Air Binding  

Air and other non-condensable in the steam system reduce heat-transfer rates and can confound steam trap operation. When 
subjected to excessive air removal requirements, thermodynamic traps can stay closed longer than normal and IB traps will 
release the air only very slowly. When these types of traps are used for frequently shut-down batch operations, the steam system 
should be fitted with an auxiliary vent for non-condensable. Such a vent valve is usually similar in design to a BP trap. It should 
be installed at a high point in the steam system or parallel with the trap. (2) 

3. Noise  
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Noisy operation is generally not a problem with steam traps that discharge condensate to a closed pipe. With the exception of 
the thermodynamic trap, most traps tend to operate relatively silently. In some circumstances, however, a trap may cause a slight, 
audible "woosh" sound as condensate flashes into steam downstream of the trap valve. Noise in steam systems is usually caused 
by lifting condensate up vertical return lines, water hammer, or a failed trap that leaks live steam into a condensate line. (2) 

4. Steam Leakage  

Like any valve, the valve seat in a steam trap is subjected to erosion and/or corrosion. When seat is damaged, the valve will 
not seal completely and the trap may leak live steam. Some trap designs allow seat replacement without removing the trap body 
from the line, others may require replacement of the entire trap.  

Steam trap valve seats are especially susceptible to a type of erosion called "wire drawing". This phenomenon is caused by 
high-velocity droplets of condensate eroding the valve seat in a pattern that looks like a wire has been drawn across the surface. 
Oversized traps are more susceptible to wire drawing.  

5. Insufficient Pressure Difference  

Steam traps rely on a positive difference between process steam pressure and the pressure downstream of the trap to remove 
condensate. If such a difference is not present, condensate will not drain from the trap and a pump will be required. (2) 

There are two circumstances where insufficient pressure difference will occur:  
1) When the pressure downstream of the trap is too high because of overloading of a condensate return line (that is high back-

pressure).  
2) When the process steam pressure is too low. This condition frequently occurs in modulating service where the process 

temperature controller throttles steam pressure in the exchanger to a pressure below that of the pressure downstream of the trap. In 
some circumstances the pressure in the exchanger will actually fall below atmospheric pressure if the exchanger calls for a heat 
source below 100°C.  

When either circumstance occurs, condensate will back up into the exchanger, no matter which type of trap is used. In 
modulating service, the temperature controller will eventually increase the steam pressure and force the condensate out of the trap. 
This filling and emptying of the exchanger causes temperature cycling that cannot be controlled by any instrumentation system. 
Also, when the high-pressure steam forces condensate out of the exchanger at a high velocity, the heat exchanger will be subject 
to physical damage from water hammer. The tube bundle may also be corroded at the condensate-steam interface inside the 
exchanger. (This interface is a point at which the corrosive effects of oxygen and CO2 in the steam can be concentrated.)  

The only way to stabilize condensate removal in such circumstances is to install a condensate pump in conjunction with the 
trap.  

6. Dirt  

Steam condensate often contains particles of scale and corrosion products that can erode trap valves. If the particles are large 
enough, they can plug the trap discharge valve or jam it in the open position. Levers in the F&T and IB traps can also can be 
jammed by particulates and valve movement in BM traps can be restricted by solids jammed between the bi-metal plates.  

To extend trap-life, a strainer should be installed immediately upstream of each trap. Strainers should be cleaned frequently 
when the system is first started up and when any steam piping is replaced so that any milliscale present is removed upstream of 
the trap. Subsequently, strainers should be cleaned on schedule consistent with how quickly they load up with particulate. (2) 

7. Maintenance  

Most traps can be repaired rather than replaced. The repairs can usually be done in-line without removing the trap body from 
the connecting piping. Such repairs usually require less labor than replacement, because removing the trap cover is easier than 
removing the trap from the line. Repairing the also eliminates the possibility of having to replace pipe if the trap piping is 
damaged when the trap is removed. Of course, it also costs less to buy trap parts than to buy an entire trap. (2) 

3.2 STEAM TRAP FAILURE 

Steam trap failure is divided into 3 major types:- 

1. Failed Open:- A trap that is cycling too rapidly or has failed open will result in: 

 Increased fuel bills 

 Higher emissions 

 Increased water, chemical treatment and effluent charges 
2. Failed Close:- A trap that is cycling too slowly or failed closed will result in: 

• Poor quality/wet steam 
• Water hammer Increased maintenance 
• Longer start-up times 
• Increased production time and unit costs 
• Reduction in process performance and plant efficiency 

3. Leaking :- 
The steam trap survey can also identify steam leaks with the goal of targeting and prioritizing areas of the plant, which with 

further investigation, could lead to greater savings and improvements. 

3.3 INDICATION AND DEFECT OF STEAM TRAP 

The indication and defect of steam trap are classified into four conditions:- 
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• Indication for steam trap in good condition:- 
a) Intermittent condensate/steam blows at the outlet drain valve. 
b) Differential temperature between inlet and outlet temperature of steam trap is around 10 - 25 °C. 

• Indication for fail open (FO) steam trap:- 
a) Continuous steam blows at the outlet drain valve. 
b) Differential temperature between inlet and outlet temperature of steam trap is too small or no difference at all. 

• Indication for fail close (FC) steam trap:- 
1. No condensate/steam blows at the outlet drain valve. 
2. Differential temperature between inlet and outlet temperature of steam trap is too large more than 40 C 

• Indication for leaking steam trap:- 
a) Steam leaking through capsule, strainer, threaded joints or welding joints. 

4. APPLICATION BASED STEAM TRAP SELECTION 

The actual procedure of matching a steam trap to the needs of the application is to perform the "sizing" first and the 
"selection" second. Steam trap application is the process of matching a steam trap to the needs of a steam system and its 
associated equipment. This involves a two-step process 

1. Sizing it correctly 
2. Selecting a suitable type of steam trap 

4.1 STEAM TRAP SIZING 

This is the process of choosing a trap which has the capabilities to meet the operating conditions of pressure, temperature and 
condensate drainage rate for a given application. Steam trap sizing has been mistakenly limited by many to matching the end 
connection size of a trap to the particular pipe size being used to drain a piece of steam heated equipment. Sizing in its correct 
sense is matching the steam condensing rate [in pounds per hour) of a piece of equipment [at its particular pressure and 
temperature conditions) to the rated condensate discharge capabilities of a suitable steam trap. 

4.2 STEAM TRAP SELECTION 

This is primarily the process of choosing the type of trap, from one of the major trap technologies that will provide the 
combination of performance characteristics most closely matching the needs of both plant and equipment. 

Industrial steam trapping applications are themselves typically divided into two major classifications: 

• Protection Service 
• Process Service 

I. Protection Service 
• Steam main drip: drainage of the condensate that normally forms in the pipes delivering steam from a boiler to a specific 

point of use. This helps prevent damaging water hammer and promotes the delivery of dryer steam to plant equipment. 

• Steam tracing: drainage of the condensate that normally forms in the small steam lines or steam jackets used to heat 
valves, field instruments, and the liquids in larger pipelines during freezing conditions or when product temperatures must be 
maintained at specified levels. 

II. Process Service 
• Steam using Equipment: drainage of the condensate that normally forms when steam is used to heat liquids, gases or 

solids. 
 

SELECTION GUIDE CHART 

The proper type of steam trap selected is an important consideration in steam systems. There are many types of steam traps. 

Each has unique characteristics and system benefits. Hoffman Specialty offers thermostatic float and thermostatic, bucket and disc 

traps. This line chart points out system conditions that may be encountered and suggests a trap that may best handle the 

requirement. Several types of traps may be used for a specific application. The line chart should be used only as a guide. 
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Fig.18 Selection Guide Chart 

4.3 STEPS FOR SELECTING STEAM TRAP  

Step 1: Collect All Required Information. 

• Determine maximum condensate load in Lbs./Hr.  
• Inlet pressure at steam trap. It could be different than supply pressure at boiler 
• Back-pressure at steam trap. Pressure against outlet can be due to static pressure in return line or due to lifting to overhead 

return. 
• Determine Pressure Differential. Inlet pressure (B) - Back-pressure (C) = Differential Pressure. 

Step 2: Select Proper Type of Trap. 

A. Other Things to Consider. 

1. Condensate Flow—Fluctuate? Continuous? 
2. Large Amount of Air? 
3. Pressure—Constant? Fluctuate? 

B. Application. 

1. Main. 
2. Drip Leg. 
3. Process Heat Exchanger. 
4. Other. 

C. Critical Process. 

1. Fail Cold. 
2. Fail Hot. 

Step 3: Apply Safety Factor. 

A. Safety factor recommended. 
1. Float & Thermostatic Trap 1.5 to 2.5. 
2. Bucket Trap 2 to 4. 
3. Thermostatic 2 to 4. 
4. Disc Traps 1 to 1.2. 

See specific applications 

1. Estimated Flow. 
2. Estimated Pressure Inlet. 
3. Estimated Pressure Back. 

Step 4: Select Correct Trap Size. 
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a. Use manufacturer’s capacity table to size trap. Capacity tables should be based on hot condensate (some specified 
temperature below saturation) rather than cold water rating. Hoffman Specialty published actual test data, unless stated, is 
10°F below saturation. 

b. The trap seat rating must always be higher than the maximum inlet pressure specified. 

c. When inlet to equipment is controlled by a modulating control valve, the trap size should be selected with a pressure rating 
greater than the maximum inlet pressure at the trap. The capacity should be checked at the minimum differential pressure to 
assure complete condensate removal under all possible conditions. 

5. DESIGN OF THE DIFFERENT TYPE OF THE STEAM TRAP  

Steam traps produced by fitting manufacturing plants can be divided into four basic groups based on the operating principle: 
float, thermostatic, throttling orifice, and thermodynamic. (3) 

5.1 FLOAT STEAM TRAPS 

 

Fig.19 Float steam traps 

Open bucket steam trap 

The operating principle of this type of trap is based on Archimedes' law. The open bucket (Fig. l9) steam trap design is the 
simplest type of mechanical steam trap and is widely used by industry. 

When the valve is separated from the seat the total force acting on the valve must equal zero, 

 

Diameter of the opening in the seat equals, 

 

The bucket weight is low and must be increased if the calculated diameter of the opening has a negative value. The above 
equations neglect the frictional force of the moving parts of the steam trap which must be minimized in the construction of steam 
traps. A correction factor can be introduced for more accurate calculations. (7) 

Inverted bucket trap 

Inverted bucket trap (Fig. l9) is simpler in construction and more reliable than the one described above. However its 
application is limited to process units with continuous condensation. We assume the condensate is discharged directly to the 
atmosphere. 

Diameter of the discharge opening of the seat, 

 

Steam traps with a sealed float, 

Steam traps with a sealed float (Fig. 20) operate on a different principle than the bucket traps described above: condensate is 
discharged when the float rises. One advantage of this trap is that partial or complete secondary condensate flash closes the seat, 
preventing the discharge of live steam, which is gradually condensed.(7) 

The diameter of the discharge port, 
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5.2 THERMOSTATIC STEAM TRAP 

 

Fig.21 Thermostatic steam trap 

 

There is no published information on the calculation of forces acting in thermostatic traps with bellows. Experimental data is 
therefore used for the design of this type steam traps. Design of thermostatic (TS) steam traps (Fig. 21) consists of the selection of 
the composition and quantity of liquid in the bellows. The saturated vapor pressure of this liquid must be lower than the pressure 
of condensate flowing through the port in the seat. 

We can determine the required seat diameter from the force balance equation after substituting the known values and 
transforming 

 

Where, and  

5.3 ORIFICE STEAM TRAPS. 

The design of an orifice steam trap (Fig. 22) consists of the selection of a minimum flow area for the orifice so that steam flow 
does not exceed 3% of the condensate flow through the trap. The diameter of the flow area in the nozzle should not be less than 3 
mm since smaller diameter ports are quickly plugged and the steam trap is rendered inoperative. 

Minimum diameter of the orifice cross section, 

 

We compare the flow rates of steam and condensate after selecting the orifice port diameter, this steam trap can be used under 

its design conditions if steam flow 3% of condensate flow. Another type of steam trap must be selected if this ratio is >3%. (7) 

 

Fig.22 Orifice Steam Traps 
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5.4 THERMODYNAMIC STEAM TRAPS  

Simply constructed and reliable in operation, thermodynamic steam traps (Fig. 23) have lower steam loss and higher 
throughput capacity than orifice steam traps. Experimental data show that the throughput capacity of these steam traps depends on 
condensate temperature: capacity decreases with higher temperature. (7) 

 

Fig. 23 Thermodynamic Steam Traps 

 

Determination of condensate flow at a given temperature, 

G=  

6. CONCLUSION 

The efficiency of any steam system is influenced by the in-service performance of its steam traps.  

 After studying different types of performance assessment method sight method is cheap but it requires an experience 
person. Ultrasonic sound method also widely used in the industries. 

 The selection of the steam trap is mainly depending upon the application and location of the trap. 

 While designing and selecting the steam trap for the application factors like condensate load, differential pressure, and 
temperature of the steam are most vital factor to decide the size of steam trap. 

 As from the study orifice steam trap has the limited application due to their operational characteristic.  
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